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We derive here a linear elasti stohasti desription for slow rak growth in heterogeneous

materials. This approah sueeds in reproduing quantitatively the intermittent rakling dynamis

observed reently during the slow propagation of a rak along a weak heterogeneous plane of a

transparent Plexiglas blok [Måløy et al., PRL 96 045501℄. In this desription, the quasi-stati

failure of heterogeneous media appears as a self-organized ritial phase transition. As suh, it

exhibits universal and to some extent preditable saling laws, analogue to that of other systems

like for example magnetization noise in ferromagnets.

PACS numbers: 62.20.mt, 46.50.+a, 68.35.Ct

Driven by both tehnologial needs and the hallenges

of unresolved questions in fundamental physis, the e�et

of materials heterogeneities onto their failure properties

has been extensively studied in the reent past (see [1℄

for a reent review). So far, many e�orts have been fo-

using on the morphology of frature surfaes (see [2℄ for

a review). In partiular, rak surfae roughness was re-

ently shown to exhibit anisotropi morphologial saling

features [3, 4℄ that ould be understood for brittle mate-

rials [4℄.

Here, we will fous our study on the dynamis of

raks. In heterogeneous materials under slow external

loading, this propagation displays a jerky dynamis with

seemingly random sudden jumps spanning over a broad

range of length-sales [5℄. Suh a omplex dynamis also

alled �Crakling Noise" [6℄ has been also suggested from

the aousti emission aompanying the failure of various

materials [7℄ and the seismi behaviour aompanying

earthquakes [8℄ haraterized by power-law energy distri-

bution with an exponent around 1.3−−1.5. These distri-
butions an be qualitatively reprodued in phenomeno-

logial models like Fiber Bundle Models (FBM) [9℄ (resp.

Random Fuse Models (RFM) [10℄)whih shematizes ma-

terials as a set of brittle �bers loaded in parallel with ran-

dom failure thresholds and a rule for load redistribution

after eah failure event (resp. as a network of eletrial

fuse with onstant resistane and randomly distributed

threshold). However, these simple approahes yield to an

exponent around 1.9−−2.5 signi�antly higher than the

experimental observations. Moreover, they rely on im-

portant simpli�ations whih makes quantitative om-

parisons with experiments di�ult.

We will demonstrate here that this rakling dynam-

is an be fully reprodued through a stohasti desrip-

tion rigorously derived from Linear Elasti Frature Me-

hanis (LEFM) [12℄ extended to disordered materials.

In partiular, this model sueeds in reproduing quanti-

tatively the intermittent rakling dynamis observed re-

ently during the steady slow rak growth along a weak

heterogeneous plane within a transparent Plexiglas blok

[11℄. In this desription, quasi-stati failure of heteroge-

neous brittle elasti media an be interpreted as a self-

organized ritial dynami phase transition and - as suh

- exhibits universal behaviors. We will then show how one

an use Universality and previous alulations performed

on di�erent systems belonging to the same universality

lass, here the motion of domain walls in disordered fer-

romagnets, to derive preditive laws for the failure of ma-

terials.

Theoretial desription: LEFM is based on the fat

that � in an elasti medium under tensile loading � the

mehanial energy G released as frature ours is en-

tirely dissipated within a small zone at the rak tip.

De�ning the frature energy Γ as the energy needed to

reate two rak surfaes of unit area, under quasi-stati

ondition, we assume that the loal rak veloity v is

proportional to the exess energy loally released:

1

µ
v = G− Γ (1)

where µ is the e�etive mobility of the rak front.

In a homogeneous medium, Γ = Γ0 is onstant and

an initially straight rak front will be translated with-

out being deformed. LEFM allows the determination of

the energy released G in any geometry. In partiular, for

the experimental on�guration hosen in [11℄, onsidered

here and depited in Fig.1 where a rak grows at the in-

terfae between two elasti plates by lowering the bottom

http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.0190v2
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FIG. 1: Crak growth along the inhomogeneous interfae be-

tween two elasti plates loaded aording to the geometry

used in [11℄: Sketh and notations.

plate at onstant veloity V , G is given by [13℄:

G0(f(t)) =
1

3
Eδ3

(∆0 + V t)2

(c0 + f(t))4
(2)

where c0 + f(t) is the instantaneous rak length, E the

Young modulus, δ the thikness of the lowered plate, ∆0

the initial opening and c0 the initial rak length. Then,

onsidering a slow driving veloity suh as V t ≪ ∆0,

one an show from Eqs. 1,2 that after a short transient

regime, the rak front propagates at a onstant veloity:

f(t) ≃ vmt with vm =
V c0
2∆0

and c0 =

(

Eδ3∆2
0

3Γ0

)1/4

(3)

In a heterogeneous material, defets indue �utua-

tions in the loal toughness: Γ(x, y) = Γ0(1 + η(x, y))
where the noise term η(x, y) aptures these �utuations,
and x and y denotes the oordinates in the propagation

and rak front diretions respetively. These �utuations

indue loal distortions of the rak front f(x, t), whih
in turn generate loal perturbations in G [14℄. To linear

order in f , one an show that [15℄:

G(x, f(x, t)) ≈ G0 (〈f(x, t)〉x)

+ 1
2πG

0 (〈f(x, t)〉x)
∫

∞

−∞

f(x′,t)−f(x,t)
(x′

−x)2 dx′

(4)

And �nally, by replaing this expression in Eq. 1, using

the expression of G0
for the homogeneous ase, and by

introduing the quantities de�ned in Eq. 3, we get:

1
µΓ0

∂f
∂t = F (t, {f}) + 1

2π

∫

∞

∞

f(x′,t)−f(x,t)
(x′

−x)2 dx′ − η(x, f(x, t))

whereF (t, {f}) = 4
c0

(vmt− < f(x, t) >x)

(5)

Stritly speaking, this equation desribes the interfaial

rak growth aording to the geometry depited in Fig.

1. But the very same equation � with di�erent prefators

in the expression of F (t, {f}) = 4
c0

(vmt− < f(x, t) >x)
� would have been obtained for the quasi-stati stable

rak growth of the in-plane omponent of the rak

front within a three-dimensional solid independently of

the tensile loading onditions and the system geometry.

Variants of this equation with onstant fore F have

been extensively studied in the past to model rak prop-

agation in solids [14℄, but also to desribe other systems

as diverse as interfaes in disordered magnets [18, 19℄

or ontat lines of liquid menisi on rough substrates

[20, 21℄. In this ase, the interfae remains stationary,

pinned by the heterogeneities, unless this onstant fore

F is larger than a threshold value Fc. A key feature of

these systems is that the so-alled depinning transition at

Fc belongs to the realm of olletive ritial phenomena

haraterized by universal saling laws [22℄. In partiular,

at Fc, the interfae moves through sale free avalanhes,

both in spae and time.

Equation 5 denotes a rather di�erent situation where

the e�etive fore F (t, {f}) is not onstant anymore, but

given by the di�erene between the mean front position

and the one that would have been observed within the

homogeneous ase: When F (t, {f}) < Fc, the front re-

mains pinned and F (t, {f}) inreases with time. As soon

as F (t, {f}) > Fc, the front propagates, F (t, {f}) in-

reases, and, as a onsequene, F (t, {f}) is redued until

the front is pinned again. This retroation proess keeps

the rak growth lose to the depinning transition at eah

time and, within the limit vm → 0 and c0 → ∞ the sys-

tem remains at the ritial point during the whole prop-

agation, as for self-organized-ritial systems [23℄.

Spatio-temporal intermittent dynamis � Preditions of

this stohasti desription are now onfronted to the ex-

perimental observations reported in [11℄. Using a fourth

order Runge-Kutta sheme, Eq. 5 is solved for a front

f(x, t) propagating in a 1024 × 1024 unorrelated 2D

random gaussian map η(x, y) with zero average and unit

variane [Note that the rakling dynamis statistis de-

tailed thereafter do not depend on the preise distribu-

tion of η as far as it remains short-range orrelated℄. The

parameter µΓ0 was set to unity while the two parame-

ters c0 and vm were varied from 2.5 to 250, and 10−2
to

5 × 10−1
, respetively. In order to haraterize the sal-

ing features of the rak front loal dynamis, we adopt

the analysis proedure reently proposed in [11℄ and om-

pute at eah point (x, y) of the reorded region the time

w(x, y) spent by the rak front within a small 1×1pixel2

region as it passes through this position. A typial gray-

sale image of this so-alled waiting time map are pre-

sented in Fig. 2a. The numerous and various regions of

gray levels re�et the intermittent dynamis, and look

very similar to those observed experimentally (Fig. 1b

of [11℄). From the inverse value of waiting-time map, we

ompute a spatial map of the loal normal speed velo-

ity v(x, y) = 1/w(x, y) of the front as it passes through

the loation (x, y). Avalanhes are de�ned as lusters of

veloities v larger than a given threshold vc = Cv̄ where

v̄ denotes the rak veloity averaged over both time and

spae within the steady regime. Their area is power-law

distributed with an exponent τ0 = −1.65 ± 0.05 (Fig.

2). These lusters exhibit morphologial saling features
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sine their width, � measured along the diretion of rak

growth �, is shown to go as a power-law with respet to

their length � measured along the diretion of rak front

� with an exponentH = 0.65±0.05 (Fig. 2d). All these re-
sults are in perfet agreement with those measured exper-

imentally in [11℄. Contrary to what onjetured in [11℄,

H is signi�antly di�erent from the value of the rough-

ness exponent ζ ≃ 0.39 expeted for the interfae at the

depinning point of Eq. 5 [14, 16℄. It is worth to mention

that reent experimental results [17℄ report a roughness

exponent ζ ≃ 0.35 at large sale, in agreement with this

theoretial predition.

To omplete the haraterization of the avalanhe

statistis, we measure a new observable, the avalanhe

duration, � de�ned as the di�erene between the times

when the rak front leaves and arrives to the onsid-

ered avalanhe luster (Fig. 2b). The distribution of the

avalanhe duration is plotted on Fig. 2e. For durations D
smaller than the average avalanhe duration < D >, this
distribution learly depends on vm, c0 and the lipping

threshold C while for D ≫< D > all the distributions

seem to ollapse onto a single power-law behaviour har-

aterized by an exponent α> = −2.1 ± 0.2 (Fig. 2e).

Finally, the mean avalanhe duration is found to go as

a power law with the mean avalanhe size, haraterized

by an exponent γ = 0.4± 0.05 (Fig. 2f).

Spatially-averaged dynamis � As for other ritial sys-

tems, very di�erent physial systems that belong to the

same universality lass will display similar saling be-

haviours with same saling exponents. In partiular, it

was shown that the Barkhausen noise [18, 19℄ aompa-

nying the motion of domain wall driven by external mag-

neti �eld through soft disordered ferromagnets an be

desribed by an equation with shape similar to Eq. 5. In

this respet, we analyse the global rak front dynamis

by omputing the spatially averaged instantaneous ve-

loity v(t) =< ∂f
∂x (x, t) >x of the rak interfae, as in

[18, 19℄. We observe one again a jerky dynamis really

similar to Barkhausen noise [18, 19℄. We then impose a

given referene level vc = Cmax(v) and de�ne bursts as

zones where v(t) is above vc. The duration T of a given

burst is de�ned as the interval within two suessive in-

tersetions of v(t) with vc while the size S is de�ned

as the integral of v(t) between the same points. For the

Barkhausen noise, this analysis leads to power-law dis-

tributions P (T ) ∝ T−α
and P (S) ∝ S−τ

[18, 19℄, and

a power-law relation between the duration and size of

the avalanhes T ∝ Sa
, with ritial exponents that an

be predited using Funtional Renormalisation Group

(FRG) alulations [19, 20℄ leading to τ ≈ 1.25, α ≈ 1.43,
and a ≈ 0.58. We show on Fig. 3b,  and d. that all these

saling relations as well as the values of the exponents are

found to be in good agreement with the ones observed

here for the average interfaial rak growth.

Conlusion � We have derived a desription for pla-

nar rak growth in a disordered brittle material whih
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FIG. 2: (a) Typial gray sale map of the waiting time matrix

w(x, y) obtained from the solution of Eq. 5 with c0 = 4000
and vm = 0.01. (b) Spatial distribution of lusters orrespond-
ing to veloities v(x, y) > Cv̄ with C = 4. The quantity v̄
refers to the rak veloity averaged over both time and spae

within the steady regime. The lusters duration is given by

the lusters olor aording to the olorsale given in inset.

The distribution of the luster area A, the saling between

the width Ly and the length Lx of lusters, the distribution

of the luster duration D, and the saling between D and

A are plotted in (), (d), (e) and (f), respetively. The vari-

ous symbols orresponds to various values of vm, c0 and C as

spei�ed in the inset of Fig. e. The straight lines orrespond

to P (A) ∝ A−τ0
, Ly ∝ LH

x , P (D) ∝ D−α>
and D ∝ Aγ

with

τ0 = −1.65, H = 0.65± 0.05, α> = −2.1 and γ = 0.4.

sueeds to apture the statistis of the intermittent

rakling dynamis reently observed experimentally [11℄.

In partiular, we have shown that material failure ap-

pears as a ritial system, where the rak front pro-

gresses through sale-free avalanhes signature of a dy-

nami depinning phase transition. As for other ritial

systems, mirosopi and marosopi details do not mat-

ter at large length and time sales and this simple Lin-

ear Elasti Stohasti desription ontains all the ingre-

dients needed to apture the saling statistial proper-

ties of more omplex failure situations. This onjeture

is strongly supported by a reent analysis [25℄ that has

shown that the laboratory experiment desribed here of

rak gowth within Plexiglas under tension share many

harateristis with geologial faults � although this lat-
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FIG. 3: (a): Typial time evolution of the spatially averaged

rak front veloity v(t) =< v(t, x) >x. The dash-dot hori-

zontal line orresponds to vr = Cmax(v) with C = 0.1 used

to de�ne the bursts. Distribution of the normalized burst du-

ration T , normalized burst size S, and the saling of T with S

are plotted in (b), () and (d), respetively. The various sym-

bols orresponds to various values of vm, c0 and C as spei�ed

in the inset of Fig. b. In these three graphs, the straight lines

orrespond to P (T ) ∝ T−α
, P (S) ∝ S−τ

and T ∝ Sa
with the

ritial exponents α = 1.43, τ = 1.25, and a = 0.58 predited

by FRG approah.

ter results from external shear loading � sine they ex-

hibit seismiity atalogs with similar satistial features:

Time of ourrene, epientre loation and energy pa-

rameter. FRG alulations performed on a di�erent sys-

tem belonging to the same universality lass, � the mo-

tion of domain walls in disordered ferromagnets �, have

been used to predit saling laws for the statistis of the

spatially averaged instantaneous rak veloity. Exper-

imental heks of these preditions are urrently under

progress [24℄. Let us note �nally that this desription has

been derived within the quasi-stati approximation. To

understand how to inlude the dynami stress transfers

through aousti waves ourring as a dynamially grow-

ing rak is interating with the material disorder [26℄ will

represent interesting hallenges for future investigations.
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